Scaly Bark Disease of Citrus

nine-year study of seven older orange orchards indicates advance of psorosis may be faster than is generally believed

Paul W. Moore and Edward Nauer

Psorosis—scaly bark—is a progressive disease which may take several years to render a tree unprofitable or completely nonproductive. Nevertheless, it can take a bearing tree out of production faster than replants can be brought into production.

Out of a total of 6,056 trees examined—in a study of seven orange orchards, ranging from 36 to 56 years of age, in the Azusa district of Los Angeles County—701 trees originally showed bark lesions of psorosis. When a second survey was made—nine years later—174 new cases of scaly bark had developed, bringing the total number of diseased trees to 875. At the beginning of the study, 54 trees were in Stage I of the disease. After nine years, only six trees had remained in the first stage; the rest had become more advanced cases.

Average production of all 875 diseased trees dropped from an estimated 2.8 boxes to 1.9 boxes per tree. By comparison, normal trees had averaged—over a 10-year period—slightly under four boxes per tree for navel's and 3.7 boxes for Valencias. Twenty-year-old Valencia replants yielded less than two boxes per tree, while 27-year-old navel replants had an average yield of 3.5 boxes.

Affected trees were classified into one of four stages. Stage I trees showed the first signs of bark lesions with little or no top deterioration. Stage 2 trees were intermediate, ranging from one seriously affected limb to ½ of the bearing surface destroyed. Stages 3 and 4 trees were definitely unprofitable.

Of the 174 new cases of psorosis which had developed during the nine years, nearly 20% had declined into the unprofitable stages; 10.3% were still in Stage I, 70.1% had declined to Stage 2, 19.0% to Stage 3, and 0.6% to Stage 4.

Of the 54 trees initially classified as Stage I, 11.1% showed no further deterioration after nine years; 46.3% had declined to Stage 2, 20.4% to Stage 3, 5.6% to Stage 4, and 16.6% had been pulled.

The 234 trees originally classed as Stage 2 showed a similar decline into less productive stages. During the nine-year period, 47.0% showed no change. However, 22.6% had declined to Stage 3.
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Stage 4 psorosis. Production is nil.
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Soil fumigant chemicals are poisonous—and dangerous—unless reasonable care is exercised. If the manufacturer's directions are followed carefully—and accurately—handling fumigants should not cause trouble.
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from the federal government at a per unit value cost identical with the per bushel value issued to the producers. Periodical deposition of certificates with the government by processors—according to the amount of malt beverages produced—would provide an effective control.

Statistical estimation for the period of study implies that such a plan under like conditions—a price target of 110% of parity on the malt market and with no intervention in other channels—would increase returns to the industry by about 10% with fixed supplies and perhaps by a larger percentage with variable supplies. Benefits could be distributed equitably with no production control necessary. A producer could grow barley in any amount, but that in excess of his allotment would be worth the feed price only, because support would be limited to the allotted portion of the crop.

Free market prices for barley would not be materially affected by increased barley supplies, so the differential between target price and free market prices—the value of the certificate—in any given year would not be significantly changed. Thus, the direct cost involved to finance the program would remain fairly stable and largely independent of barley supplies. In contrast, year to year changes in the value of the certificates would be largely attributed to changes in the price of corn.

During the period under study, the interest of producers of competing commodities—such as corn—would not have been seriously affected. Increased barley supplies at the end of the period would not have significantly changed the relative proportion of barley and corn in the total feed grain concentrates. Sales of malt beverages, as a result of increased costs, would have dropped less than 0.5%. With respect to administrative feasibility, there would have been no major problems encountered.

Soil fumigant chemicals are poisonous—and dangerous—unless reasonable care is exercised. If the manufacturer's directions are followed carefully—and accurately—handling fumigants should not cause trouble.
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Phosdrin and a pyrethrin-roteneone mixture. Also tested were pyrethrin additions to a 2% parathion dust. The pyrethrin supplements did not appear to improve the performance of parathion.

In a third brood plot applied on August 30, the following reductions of leaf folder infestations in second and third broods. In comparison, cryptolite dust has provided 70% - 90% reduction in leaf folder infestations in second and third broods. In comparison, cryptolite dust has been inferior.

None of the presently available materials has given complete control of any brood of larvae. Obviously, larvae that are not killed will cause some further damage. Moreover, leaf roll and other parts of the leaves upon which the larvae have fed will continue to turn brown and dry up even though the application of an insecticide kills the larvae and prevents further feeding. Thus, unless the vines are growing vigorously, they will continue to show increased leaf folder injury for some time after any chemical treatment is applied.
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6.8% to Stage 4, and 23.5% had been pulled.

Of the 413 trees previously designated Stage 3, 57.6% showed no change, 9.2% had declined to Stage 4, and 33.2% had been pulled.

Thus, by the end of the nine-year period, 14.45% of 6,056 trees examined were affected with symptoms of psorosis. The disease accounted for the complete loss of 3.32%, while an additional 6.49% were reduced to a state of unprofitable production. The new cases—174—which developed during the study period amounted to 2.37% of the total number of trees examined. If these trees continue to decline at the same rate as the earlier cases, 40% of them will have become firewood in another ten years.

Notwithstanding its slow advance—which, however, may be more rapid than is generally believed—psorosis should be recognized as a major cause of declining production in many of the older orchards.
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